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Buying
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in Spain
CHOOSE YOUR NEW HOME WITH CARE
At Homerun Brokers we want to help you nd the
right home for your budget and style using our
experience. At our company we offer our own direct
listings, however, we also work with an extensive
network of other expert brokers and professionals
in the eld to reach out to all properties available on
the market.
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This way, you will not have the need to move around as
we will do an in depth personalised search for you.
Your assigned broker will become your right hand
throughout this journey and do all the work for you:
finding properties, scheduling viewings and guiding
you through the legal process so that your purchase
becomes nothing but a joyful experience.

SELLING A PROPERTY IN SPAIN

Finance

2.

Contact
Contact a sales agent and discuss your desires and needs and
they will hand pick a selection of properties to suit your
requirements.

3.

Viewings

4.

Legal- representative

5.
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To start purchasing a home in Costa del Sol, we always
recommend doing a financial calculation beforehand, so the
process will be smoother once you find your dream home.

This is the most exciting part! Once you have shortlisted the
properties you like, it is time for your sales agent to organise the
viewings and visit your potential new home.

At Homerun Brokers, we will help you find a legal representative.
It is important that you find someone that you feel comfortable
with and that you trust.

Make an o er
Once you are certain about the property of choice and that
matches your requirements, you make an offer and try to get to an
agreement with the vendor.
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Reservation contract

7.

Purchase contract

8.

Completion and access

When the offer has been accepted, in order to secure the property
you need to pay a reservation fee between 6 000 to 20 000 euro.
The transfer will be done to the vendors lawyer account until
completion date.

Approximately 14 days after the reservation contract is signed and
the due diligence has been carried out successfully, both vendor and
buyer sign the purchase contract. This is 10% of the agreed price of
the property (minus the reservation fee) and is transferred to the
vendors lawyer account. Once the lawyer confirms the transfer to the
vendor a completion date is agreed on and written in the purchase
contract.

The final step is to transfer the remaining 90% of the agreed price to
the vendor at the notary. Once this is done you will be handed the
keys to your new home!
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When considering to buy a property, we recommend that our clients think about
their finances early on in the process and create a payment plan. If you are thinking
about a mortgage it is best to apply for one as soon as possible to find out your
budget and be aware of your options. Spanish banks usually give you a mortgage
for up to 70% of the property. Another option is to mortgage your existing home
via your bank in your country.
Having a good understanding of your financial situation allows you to plan ahead
with a clear budget and be fully aware of your monthly costs to be ready to find
your ideal property. Your Homerun Broker can advise and provide all the necessary
contacts for the financial process. We work with both mortgage brokers and
directly with banks depending on our client ́s preferences.

Legal representation
At Homerun Brokers we highly recommend that you hire legal representation to
assist the purchase (or sale in the case of a vendor). The lawyer generally charges
1% of the agreed value of the property, which is a smart investment in order to
save you potential future trouble and extra costs. They will make sure every detail is
clearly agreed upon. For example, all debts belonging to the property, such as
bank loans, local taxes and fees are taken over by the new owner if the vendor
doesn’t request a change. It is the lawyers due diligence that makes sure there are
no outstanding debts on the property before you complete the purchase.
Foreigners wanting to purchase a property in Spain will need a NIE number, which
is a Spanish identification number required to buy property, pay taxes, open a bank
account and set up billing accounts. Your lawyer will help you request this and
provide you with your NIE number.

Viewings
Your assigned Homerun Brokers agent will have previously shortlisted a selection of properties that will satisfy
your needs and likes that have been discussed in order to narrow your search. A showing is a professionally
scheduled appointment that gives you as a buyer the opportunity to tour the property and get a good
feeling of what it would be like to live there.
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Financing

Buying in a new development
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The payment plan when buying a property in a new development varies
from each developer but usually requires a reservation fee between 6.000
and 15.000 that will be paid to remove the property from the market.
During the construction process you are required to pay 30-40% of the
total selling price, which can either be one payment or fragmented into
different instalments. The remaining 60-70% is to be paid when the
development is complete. Property tax of a new development is 10% IVA
to be added to the selling price.

Buying in a resale proper
An existing property being sold by its current owners is referred to as a
resale property. When selling a property, the value is calculated
considering its existing conditions: year it was built, location, usage, m2,
etc. It is common for the previous owner to refurbish the property if it was
build many years ago in order to add value to it or make it more
presentable and attractive for its future owners. It is the buyer’s
responsibility to be aware of the existing condition of the property before
signing the purchase contract. Your lawyer will help you to make a due
diligence of the property to see that everything is in order so that the
process runs smoothly. Property tax of a resale property is as follows
depending on the price of the property:

 


t

€0 - €400.000
€400.000 - €700.000
€700.000 and over

: 8%
: 9%
: 10%
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Purchasing an off-plan property is different to buying a resale. When the
properties are being sold off-plan you will often have more of an active
role in modifying and customising the end product, at the same time your
sales agent will be by your side to help throughout the whole process and
make sure it goes smoothly and securely. New developments will often
work with well known banks in order to safely guarantee each payment
you make throughout the purchase structure. Again, your agent will be
able to advise you on this and together with the developer make sure the
transaction is organised as needed.
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In summary, when buying a property you must count an additional total
cost of 12-14% on top of the agreed selling price. It is important to
include this amount in your budget. Here you can see the total cost
breakdown:
TRANSFER TAX
Property tax is 8% for a resale property and 10% IVA for a property bought in
a new development.
VALUE ADDED TAX (VAT aka “IVA”)
VAT/IVA is 10% and is paid when a property is sold to the first ever buyer.
Additionally, the stamp duty must also be paid for issuing all the legal
documents. This is normally a 0.5% of the selling price but can be increased
to 1.5% in certain regions.
NOTARY AND REGISTRATION FEES
Usually the notary fee is between €500 and €800. If you have applied for a
mortgage for the property, you will also need to pay the notary fees for the
title registration linked to the mortgage. Title registration fees are usually
between €300 and €500.
LEGAL FEES

 


Lawyers charge approximately 1% of the agreed property price. This might
be negotiable for more expensive properties. Some charge by the hour and
others offer a fixed fee.
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Purchase Costs
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Access
Once the due diligence is done, legal and relevant documents have been
signed and finances have been sorted, everything will be ready for
completion. The date of completion is previously agreed and stated in the
purchase contract and takes place at the notary. On this date, the registration
is finalised and the property has a new owner.
This is when the remaining purchase value of the property will be transferred
to the vendor. The keys will be handed over and the buyer can enter their new
home. If the buyer is unable to attend then a POA (Power of Attorney) can be
given to their lawyer, and he/she will attend the signing on their clients behalf.
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